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Abstract. This paper describes the design of the new specialized dictionary writing system for the creation and management of terminological
thesaurus. To help with information sharing and terminology unification,
the system also includes central node that keeps track of all the dictionary
instances and synchronize data between them.
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1

Introduction

Specialists in any branch inevitably rely on domain-specific vocabulary as a basis
for sharing exact terminology amongst professionals. Such detailed domain
terminology cannot be included in general language dictionaries, which is why
specialized terminology dictionaries are being built and managed. With the
need to share information unambiguously in different languages, terminology
dictionaries often link original terms to their translations. Taxonomic ordering
of the terminology is described by means of term relations such as synonymy
or hypernymy/hyponymy. In our new system, information about the terms is
presented and visualized in a way that helps the readers (both specialists and the
general public) to understand the meaning of the term and its usage in contexts.
As a pilot project, The Natural Language Processing Centre (NLP Centre) at
the Faculty of Informatics, Masaryk University in cooperation with the Czech
Office for Surveying, Mapping and Cadastre (CUZK) has developed a new
system for building and extending a specialized terminology thesaurus for the
domain of land surveying and land cadastre. The project consists of several
tightly interconnected parts—a web-based application to create, edit, browse
and visualize the terminology thesaurus, and a set of tools to build large corpora
of domain oriented documents which allows for the detection of newly emerging
terms, or terms missing from the thesaurus.
In the follow-up project, the developed application for creation and editing
of terminology thesaurus will be updated to be generally usable for any domain.
Thus any organization may re-use the same system for terminology dictionary.
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However, with several applications running in daily use, same term may
appear in various thesauri. Also, users might want to inter-link connected terms
between dictionaries. To handle the management of thesaurus instances and
links between them, new central management system is in development.
1.1

The DEB platform

Both the thesaurus application and the central management system are
developed using the universal dictionary writing system developed at the
NLP Centre (Faculty of Informatics, Masaryk University). The system is called
Dictionary Editor and Browser, or the DEB platform [3,4]. Since 2005, the DEB
platform was applied in more than 10 large international research projects.
Large-scale applications based on the DEB platform include the lexicographic
workstation for the development of the Czech Lexical Database [2] with detailed
morpho-syntactic information on more than 213 thousands Czech words, or
the complex lexical database Cornetto combining the Dutch wordnet, an
ontology, and an elaborate lexicon [5]. Currently ongoing projects include Pattern
Dictionary of English Verbs tightly interlinked with the corpus evidence [6],
Family names in Britain and Ireland [1] providing detailed investigations for over
45,000 surnames to be published by Oxford University Press, or the dictionary of
the Czech Sign Language1 with an extensive use of video recordings to present
the signs [7].
The DEB platform is based on the client-server architecture, which brings
along a lot of benefits. All the dictionary and interlinked data are stored on
a server and a considerable part of the functionality is also implemented on
the server-side, consequently the client application can be very lightweight.
This approach provides very good tools for editor team cooperation; data
modifications are immediately seen by all involved users. The DEB server also
provides authentication and authorization tools.

2

Central management system

2.1

Thesaurus management

Central node keeps track of all the installed instances of thesaurus system. After
the installation, local administrator of the thesaurus system fills in the metadata.
Following details are stored at the central node:
–
–
–
–
–
1

thesaurus instance ID,
URL to access the data,
name of the organization running this thesaurus,
administrative contact,
domain and content description.

http://www.dictio.info
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Metadata are sent to the central node, where they are stored as unverified
data. New thesaurus instance is now available for search and inter-linking,
although with the warning about unverified status. After the central node
administrator contacts local organization and checks the details, new thesaurus
instance may be switched to verified.
After registration, central system will start with periodical downloading of
the thesaurus content (term list and entry details). This data serve as a back-up
copy of each thesaurus and also are used for term linking and cross-reference
checks, as described below.
2.2

Inter-linking terms

When the user of thesaurus application is adding new term, the same term is
also checked in all registered instances. Request is sent to the central system
and all the downloaded back-ups are queried for the new term. Consequently,
central node returns the list of all instances that contain the entry for the given
term.
After consulting the list, user may decide to copy details of one of the existing
term entries. In such case, local thesaurus instance will request term entry details
directly from the remote instance. Entry details are copied to the new entry,
together with the link to source term entry. See Figure 1 with the chart explaining
the process.

Fig. 1: Process of inter-linking thesaurus instances when creating new term entry.
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Cross-reference checks

During the life cycle of various terminology thesaurus, existing entries are often
updated, merged or split. These changes may also break the links between
entries. For this reason, central management system periodically checks links
between all the term entries, both in the same thesaurus instance, or in different
instances.
If the central system detects updates in the link destination, editor-inchief of the originating thesaurus instance is notified about the change.
Consequently, editors will decide about the best action needed to keep term
entries synchronized. See Figure 2 for the example of term entry containing link
to external thesaurus instance.

< e n t r y i d ="3611" >
<terms >
<term lang =" c s " > stavba </term >
<term lang =" en " > b u i l d i n g </term >
</terms >
<refs >
< r e f type =" e x t e r n a l " system_id =" h t t p s :// t e r m i n o l o g i e . mvcr . cz "
e n t r y _ i d ="895" > s t a v b a ( G e o i n f o s t r a t e g i e ) </ r e f >
</ r e f s >
</entry >

Fig. 2: Term entry with link to entry in external thesaurus instance.

2.4

Official reference checks

Many terminology dictionaries are mentioned as the reference data in various
official documents (laws, standards, regulations), or are derived from the official
documents, e.g. term meaning is defined by the law. To support this kind of
link, the thesaurus system provides special format of cross-reference links to
official documents. Source data for the documents will be provided by the egovernment office of the Ministry of the Interior and the cross-reference format
was consulted to conform to future specification.
If the central system is notified by the external service that some official
document was updated, all the entries in each thesaurus instance are checked.
When an entry is found linking to the given document, editor-in-chief is notified
and decides the best action to keep term entries in line with the official reference
document. See Figure 3 for the example of term entry linking to the law where
the term is defined.
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< e n t r y i d ="3761" >
<terms >
<term lang =" c s " > stavební pozemek</term >
<term lang =" en " > b u i l d i n g s i t e </term >
</terms >
<refs >
< r e f type =" law " nr = " 1 8 3 " year = " 2 0 0 6 " s o u r c e =" Sb" >
zákon č. 183/2006 Sb., o územním plánování a stavebním řádu (stavební zákon)
</ r e f >
</ r e f s >
</entry >

Fig. 3: Term entry with link to the law where the term is defined.

2.5

Appearing new terms

As mentioned before, when the users create new term entry, they are provided
with the list of thesaurus instances where the same term is existing. However, it
may also happen that the same term appears in one of the thesaurus instances at
later point.
To detect such case, central system is also periodically checking newly created
term entries. If a new entry appears with the same term that is already existing,
editors of all affected thesaurus instances are notified and asked to synchronize
the term entries.

3

Conclusion

We have described enhancement of the lexicographic system for building and
editing terminology thesaurus. The goal of the project currently in development
is to inter-connect many thesaurus instances to the central management system.
This organization will help to keep terminology synchronized between various
domains and also in reference to the official government documents.
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